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The Social Distancing Awards 2020
A huge congratulations to everyone who entered the Money Marketing
Awards this year. For the first time ever, we have had to assemble the judges
and conduct the grillings all through video conferencing.
Performances have ranged from the ultimately professional to the downright
farcical. A fresh-pressed suit and crisp tie can soon be knocked down a peg
by a child screaming naughty words in the background; or, in another
example, a pet cat ‘helped’ proceedings by persistently trying to shut the
candidate’s laptop.

We applaud the contestant who made a video wallpaper with the Money
Marketing Awards logo specifically for the occasion.
We also appreciated the impromptu guitar jamming session by two of the
judges during a five-minute interlude between interviews.

Let me entertain you
As lockdown drags on seemingly interminably, we have enjoyed seeing
Money Marketing readers’ increasingly varied and imaginative ways of
entertaining themselves during the crisis.
Nothing lifts the spirits like Next Gen Planners’ competition to make the
biggest naan bread, or the live fashion shows enjoyed by Knowledge First
stalwart Anthea Christie.
Do share your tips and tricks for game-ifying your home or workplace. Go to
@mm_wgj on Twitter.

Out of context

‘It’s

not

a

magic money tree; they’ve found

a

magic money forest’

Former pensions minister Ros Altmann on the government’s economic
recovery plans.

‘She’s beginning to work her way through the wine cellar…’
Consultant Roderic Rennison on his wife’s ‘moderate’ drinking during
lockdown.

‘You can now get

a

barrel of

oil

for less than two Big Mac meals’

King’s College London lecturer in German and European Studies Alexander
Clarkson as the price of crude dropped below $11.
‘It

TLT’s Michael Ruck

is

looks like I’m

in

heaven’

bathed in sunlight while on a video conference.

Separated at birth

MasterChef’s Gregg Wallace

Square Mile’s Steve Kenny

